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AGENDA

1:00 - 1:15 PM: Welcome by Viridiant's Executive Director and Board President

How Virginia is Achieving Our Energy Goals

How to Actually Deliver High-Performance Buildings

2:00 - 2:45 PM: Keynote Address

"Heard" by Belltower Pictures

2:45 - 3:30 PM: 11th Annual Awards Ceremony

Project or Development - Single Family

Project or Development - Multifamily

Builder or Developer

Habitat for Humanity Affiliate

Top High-Performance EarthCraft Home

Visionary

VIRIDIANT BOARD OF DIRECTORS

President - Bryan Mangas, Capital One

Vice President - Chris Sterling, VCDC

Secretary - Joan Kelsch, Arlington County

Treasurer - Jenny Palmer, Four Leaf Advocacy

Nathan Blinn, Eagle Construction & archi-TEC-tonic

Rodes Boyd, Carrier

Aaron Dotson, Elevation

Paul Ferguson, Arlington Circuit Court

Dona Huang, Richmond City Health District

Sarah Jones-Anderson, Greystone Affordable Development

Pam Kestner, Virginia Department of Housing & Community Development

Kevin Rothermel, VCU Brand Center

Mark Slack, Kanawha Realty Advisors

Karen Wilds, Newport News Redevelopment Housing & Authority

James Wiltshire, Bank of America

1:15 - 2:00 PM: Concurrent Sessions



Joan Kelsch

Moderator

Green Building

Manager,

Arlington County

Angela Navarro

Panelist

Deputy Secretary

of Commerce &

Trade, Office of

the Governor

Michael Hubbard

Panelist

Manager of Energy

Conservation,

Dominion Energy

Cindy Davis

Panelist

Deputy Director,

Division of Building &

Fire Regulations,

DHCD

SESSIONS

How Virginia is Achieving Our Energy Goals

Viridiant is excited to welcome six special guests to kick-off the conference. One panel will

explore Virginia’s energy goals with the Virginia Clean Economy Act, energy code updates,

and utility rebate programs while the other panel details how to deliver high-performance

buildings through design, construction, and the integration of technology.

How to Actually Deliver High Performance Buildings

Rodes Boyd 

Moderator

Account Manager,

Carrier

Jimmy Holland

Panelist

Co-Owner, Senior Project

Manager, Peacock Holland 

Construction

Colin Arnold

Panelist

Principal, 

Arnold Design Studio

Nathan Blinn, Ph.D.

Panelist

Director of Advanced

Construction Technologies

at Eagle Construction of VA

& Principal Researcher at 

archi-TEC-tonic



"Heard" is a 90-minute documentary currently in production by Belltower Pictures in

partnership with VPM, Virginia's home for Public Media. "Heard" captures the inspiring

stories of four people who grew up in Richmond's public housing, the challenges they

faced and how they're giving back to their home communities. Conference attendees

will hear from Belltower Pictures' President, David Powers, and Von Johnson, one of

the four people featured in the film. 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

"Heard"

Sarah Jones-Anderson 

Moderator

Director of Development, 

Greystone Affordable

Development

David Powers

Keynote Speaker

President,

Belltower Pictures

Von Johnson

Keynote Speaker

"Heard" Film Representative

To watch the sneak peak trailer, visit
https://belltowerpictures.com/heard/

https://belltowerpictures.com/heard/


AWARD NOMINEES

Project or Development - Single Family

Presented to an outstanding single family project or development with a focus on one or more of the following:

energy efficiency, integrated design, resource efficiency/conservation, resiliency, innovation, community

impact.

3518 13th Street N. Arlington, Virginia
Atelier Q2 Architects

The Joyce Residence is a certified ENERGY STAR home achieving a HERS score

of 22 and received Arlington County’s silver level Green Home Choice Award.  The

project incorporated passive solar design including the home’s orientation and

exterior solar shading to take advantage of natural light and solar gains during the

winter to decrease the heating load and solar shading during the summer months

to decrease cooling loads within the home. It utilizes central mini-split heat

pumps, an Energy Star hot water heater and many locally sourced or recycled

content materials. 24 solar panels are installed to produce 8kw power for

electrical vehicle charging station and includes battery storage. 

Single Family Home in Blacksburg, Virginia
Shelter Alternatives

This single family home was designed and constructed by Shelter Alternative in

Blacksburg VA. The home includes a tight building envelope and advanced

insulation combined with Energy Star appliances and solar PV to achieve a HERS

score of 20.  In addition to reducing the amount of energy needed to operate the

home, there were some material choices that made good use of existing

resources. Trees taken down for the homesite were repurposed into trim and

countertops for the home. The siding is locally sourced Hemlock. The home was

intentionally designed to incorporate warehousing and home offices for a home-

based business and includes an in-law suite for an aging parent which will in turn

provide future aging in place for the owners.  

1915 Boyer Way, Powhatan, Virginia
Theta Homes

Theta Homes has long been committed to using the latest building science

knowledge along with smart, stylish design features to construct the most

efficient, durable, and healthy home possible. With a HERS index of 41, the

Alcazar home located on Boyer Way in Powhatan is a manifestation of that

commitment. Featuring large overhangs, an open floor plan, 3 Beds, 2.5 baths

and too many modern amenities to list, Theta Homes has constructed a beautiful

home that is guaranteed to perform for life of the structure.  Think Little

designed and commissioned the HVAC system featuring an ERV and an 18

Seer/10 HSPF Heat Pump. Additionally, Theta utilized a Heat Pump Hot Water

heater to further decrease the carbon footprint of the home among many other

impressive components. 



Church Street Station Studios by Virginia Supportive Housing (VSH) is a 100%

affordable, five story, 80 unit project designed and constructed to achieve

EarthCraft Platinum Certification.  To achieve the pinnacle level of the EarthCraft

certification, Church Street incorporated advanced framing techniques, low to no

VOC materials, energy efficient doors and windows, high efficiency water heaters,

a VRF mini splits, resource efficient lighting, and WaterSense fixtures. The

property includes a photovoltaic array to minimize the building’s dependence on

non-renewable electricity generation, along with a solar thermal system for hot

water generation. The compact, infill site connects to public greenspaces and

transit, minimizes parking, contains advanced stormwater control, and included

native pollinator plant species within its landscaping. Virginia Supportive

Housing’s commitment to sustainability not only improves the surrounding

community while decreasing the carbon footprint of its developments, but also

allows VSH to continue furthering their mission of providing transitional housing

to the Commonwealth. 

AWARD NOMINEES

Project or Development - Multifamily

Presented to an outstanding multifamily project or development with a focus on one or more of the following:

energy efficiency, integrated design, resource efficiency/conservation, resiliency, innovation, community

impact.

The Community of Riverside Village
Stony Point Design Group

The Community at Riverside Village, by Stony Point Development Group, is an

urban development designed to inspire and provide exactly what the name

suggests: Community. Walkable streets, inviting porches, sustainable designs,

custom appointments, and green amenities permeate this collection of 45 homes,

24 condominiums, and 36,000 square feet of mixed-use space including the

EarthCraft certified The Shops at Riverside Village. Stony Point’s mission as a

development company is about creating great places and enhancing lives through

the built environment. Recognizing a well-designed community provides

homeowners and patrons with a feeling of belonging and a network of people

they can connect with, Stony Point works to include functional architecture,

universal design, building performance and community resilience. 

St.Paul's Apartment Homes
TS3 Architects

St. Paul’s Apartments designed and nominated by TS3 Architects achieved

EarthCraft Platinum certification.  S.L. Nusbaum Realty Company developed this

affordable housing as one of the first major multi-family developments in the St.

Paul’s quadrant. The design was made to meet EarthCraft Platinum requirements

and on a site within walking distance to public transportation, lowering the carbon

footprint to the city. The newly constructed apartments achieved an HERS 67

through careful integration of design and construction to address energy

efficiency, sustainability, and resilience. 

Church Street Station Studios
Virginia Supportive Housing



AWARD NOMINEES

Builder or Developer

Presented to a builder or developer who acts a leader in the region for delivering energy efficient, sustainable

buildings. Consideration was given to volume as well the incorporation of innovative, cutting-edge systems,

technologies, or practices.

The Lawson Companies

The Lawson Companies are vertically integrated, with the capacity to develop,

build, and manage multifamily properties. This business structure allows Lawson

to maximize value at every stage from acquisition through operations. As a long

standing Viridiant partner, Lawson has delivered nearly 500 EarthCraft certified

units with nearly 350 additional units currently under construction. Lawson has

worked closely with Viridiant to maximize their scope on projects dating back to

the early 2010’s and have recently incorporated forward-looking construction

practices including delivering panelized components built off-site to minimize

waste and maximize durability. Lawson serves as a community steward to

incorporate resilience measures into its developments and worked with the City of

Norfolk enable EarthCraft certification to meet the city’s new resiliency

requirements.

Peacock Holland Construction

Peacock Holland Construction (PHC) was founded in 2018 and is already a strong

contributor to the inventory of green certified homes within the Commonwealth

having certified 80 EarthCraft units during its short and obviously productive

lifetime. PHC is currently in the process of renovating and constructing an

additional 318 units. PHC collaborates with both Viridiant and design teams to

implement high performance construction details and methods.  PHC trains site

staff in basic high-performance building theory, works closely with trade

contractors to educate tradesmen on energy efficient means and methods, and

educates residents to better understand their high-performance home. They’ve

utilizes a team-based, integrated approach to optimize program delivery and has

developed internal controls to manage and conserve construction schedules,

materials and cost. PHC's historical experience with the production of multi-family

construction along with classic engineering knowledge ensures construction and

delivery of energy efficient, practical, and resilient spaces.

Virginia Supportive Housing (VSH) owns and operates all properties for the

lifetime of the buildings, including paying for all building and resident utilities

directly and has a vested interest in operating efficiently in perpetuity.  VSH works

closely with its development partners to integrated best practices early in design

phase to ensure successful delivery of EarthCraft certified properties.  VSH works

closely with its in-house property management team, on-site supportive services

staff and maintenance staff early to align building systems, occupancy, and

operations, using feedback from building staff and residents. VSH has become the

largest developer of permanent supportive housing state-wide and their model

for successful client outcomes as dramatically evolved. 

Virginia Supportive Housing



AWARD NOMINEES

Habitat for Humanity Affiliate

Habitat for Humanity Affiliate who acts as a leader in the region for delivering affordable, energy efficient

homes to their partner families. Consideration will be given to volume as well the incorporation of innovative,

cutting-edge systems, technologies, or practices.

In recent years Habitat Roanoke has maintained an average of 8 certified homes a

year. 2019 was no exception. All certified homes in 2019 were clustered in the

same collective community. Of those 8 certified homes, 5 addressed existing,

vacant housing stock. One was torn down and rebuilt, while the other 4

underwent gut rehabilitation including all new insulation and energy using

systems and were certified under the EarthCraft New Construction guidelines

rather than renovation based on the extent of the work. By complementing the

existing streetscape with new construction projects and preserving existing

architectural styles with renovations, Habitat has received significant support and

enthusiasm from neighbors and the surrounding community. Habitat Roanoke

takes pride in knowing their families can afford to be comfortable in their own

homes while also helping to ease the housing burden on partner families

associated with high utility bills. 

Habitat for Humanity in the Roanoke Valley

Top High-Performance EarthCraft Home

Includes the project’s overall improvement, notable energy performance, aesthetic improvement, and

community impact. Further consideration may be given to developers that grasped the EarthCraft concepts and

worked to achieve the best renovation possible.

This single family home by Shelter

Alternative in Blacksburg includes a tight

building envelope and insulation combined

with Energy Star appliances and solar to

achieve a HERS 20.  In addition to reducing

the amount of energy needed to operate

the home, there were some material

choices that made good use of existing

resources. Trees taken down for the

homesite were repurposed into trim and

countertops for the home. The siding is

locally sourced Hemlock. The home was

intentionally designed to incorporate

warehousing and home offices for a home-

based business and also includes a suite for

an aging parent which will in turn provide

future aging in place for the owners.  

Single Family Home in Blacksburg, Virginia
Shelter Alternatives



Presented to an organization or individual who has shown outstanding leadership in sustainable buildings and

communities.

AWARD NOMINEES

Visionary

Ms. Annette Osso currently serves as the Managing Director of

Resilient Virginia, established in 2014 with the  mission of

accelerating resiliency planning in communities across

Virginia.  Resilient Virginia   evolved from Virginia Sustainable

Building Network (VSBN), originally formed in 1995, where Ms.

Osso served as president for 18 years.    As one of the earliest

advocates and adopters of green building practices in the

Commonwealth, she was the key part of a collaboration that

brought the EarthCraft program to Virginia. Through her years of

work, Ms. Osso built a strong network of public and private

partners that together advanced energy efficiency, high

performance building practices, wide-ranging education and

outreach efforts, and spearheaded the Virginia Sustainable Future

Conference and Workshop Series. As a result of Ms. Osso’s efforts,

Virginia now operates one of the most successful regional green

building programs in the country, is a top 10 state for LEED

certifications, and hosts very active US Green Building Council

Chapters in the Region. 

In 2014, Ms. Osso created the Resilient Virginia organization to

further VSBN’s mission. She grew and expanded her vision well

beyond sustainable building design and construction, to examine

issues of sustainability at a macro level, addressing the many

aspects of resiliency: community, health, transportation,

emergency planning and preparedness, grid modernization, urban

and rural issues, both coastal and inland, as well as the basics of

energy, water, and food security. 

For 25 years, Annette Osso has advocated to advance a clean

economy, sustainability, and resilience. Through her tireless efforts

she has engaged a network of supporters, provided education to

thousands, and advanced policies and programs to ensure a more

sustainable future for Virginians.

Annette Osso
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